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Materials Included:
2 - Front lockdown brackets: 207.001.04
2 - Stainless D-rings with 1/2" hole
2 - 7 1/2" turnbuckles
4 - 10-24 x 1/2" flat head screws

1.

2. You will need to relocate your jack from the compartment in 
the floor of the cargo area.

3. Remove the factory bolts from the seat brackets. Insert the 
bolts through the D-rings provided then reinsert them into the 
seat brackets.

4. Remove the 2 factory D-rings in the floor of the cargo area of 
the vehicle closest to the back door.

5. Attach front brackets (B) to the bottom of the vault using the 
supplied machine screws.

6.

7.

8.

7/16" open end wrench

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Jeep Wrangler Unlimited 

Tools Required:
Short Phillips screwdriver

Hook the two turnbuckles to the installed D-rings and to the tie down rings on the back of the vault. Tighten the turnbuckles by 
hand. Tighten turnbuckles hand tight. Thighten the jam nut on the turnbuckle with the 7/16" wrench.

Reinstall drawer & rubber stoppers by reversing the procedure in step 1.
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Carefully slide drawer box (A) into the cargo area of your vehicle aligning the front brackets with the factory D-ring location near 
the tailgate. Reinsert the factory D-ring bolts.

Personnel Required: Two (2) people

Congratulations!  You now own the finest secure cargo bed storage system on today's market.  Enjoy the confidence 
you'll experience when traveling with your valuables safely locked in your TruckVault.

Open the TruckVault drawers just far enough to reach in and unscrew the rubber stoppers from the underside of the truckvault. 
Now completely remove the drawers and set aside. To remove drawers with slides, pull out far enough to expose the black slide 
locks on each side. Lift up on the slide locks and pull the drawer completely out.
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